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calamero
Means of Calama.  Calameno.  Also mire, site of swamps, site where there are much silt, mud or swamp.  Calama
means between waters.

calamitosa
Disastrous, tragic.  You want to say something very harmful, very harmful, causing much damage.  Catastrophic,
devastating, ruinous, sinister, tragic, cataclysmic.

calamitoso
It means that it causes calamity.  catastrophic.  It causes misfortune.  Harmful, disastrous, disastrous. 

calamocha
It can refer to a color that is faint yellow ochre.  It is also the name of a Spanish municipality in the Province of Teruel.  It
dates from the thirteenth century. 

calamochazo
Porrazo, very strong fall.  It can also refer to a very large slaughter during a battle, such as the one that occurred in
Calamocha, Spain in the thirteenth century.  Paint ochre. 

calamophis
You mean plague snake.  It is a genus of snakes in the family Homalopsidae.  It is found in New Guinea and Yapen
(Jobi Island).

calamón
It is one of the common names of a class of wading birds.  They belong to the family Rallidae and the genus Fulica. 
They are also usually called water cocks, coots, taguas, chocas or beech trees.  Another way to call them is tinguas or
gallaretas.  There is also this name for an oil mill stick. 

calan
The name of a French locality in the Morbihan Department.  It is also the name of a beach in that sector.  In Chile there
is a beach called Arcos de Calan (or Calán).  Inflection of calar, which in Colombia means to entangle and lose a kite in
the energy strings or in the branches of the trees. 

calanchin
The correct term is calanchin, with tilde.  It means accomplice, person who camouflages himself in the public to facilitate
crimes of another, such as conceling, deception and scam.  Henchman.  Facilitator, offender support.

calandrajiento
It means ramshackle, damaged, old, thwarted, dilapidated, deteriorated and that make noises.  Chechere, tartala,
caracha.

calandrajo
You mean rag, rags, Old Rag, jirón of old cloth.  By extension ridiculous person, despicable person or ragged.



calandria
The mockingbird is a suboscine Songbird.  Also told tench or Mockingbird, its scientific name is Mimus saturninus of the
Mimidae family and is of the genus Mimus.

calaña
It means quality, condition, mould, pattern, nature, model, form, category, shows.

calapé
It is the name given to a culinary practice consisting of preparing the turtle in its own shell (cooked or roasted). 

calar
In the Department of Tolima, in Colombia means losing or snuffing.  Entangle the kite between the energy strings or
branches of a tree.  It also means getting wet, getting wet, soaking up.  It is also accepted to mean time, drilling, drilling
or working. 

calarcá
Name of a Cacique of the Pijao Tribe in Colombia.  Name of a municipality in the Quindio Department in Colombia  He
was also called Kimbana, after his subjects. 

calas
coves is incorrectly written and should be written as "coves ( is a surname )." being its meaning:<br>Last name of
famous Greek singer: Maria coves.

calasa
calasa is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Calasa; is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>It is a town of
Tarascon in France. Villa Calasa.

calasancios
Name by which many Ibero-American countries are known to the religious of the Order of the Poor Regular Clerics of
the Mother of God of the Pious Schools.  They are also known as Paristas or Escolapios.

calato
It means without clothes, naked, empeloto, encuerado. 

calatrava
The correct term is 40 Calatrava; own name ).  It is a surname of Spanish origin.  It is the name of a district of Bogotá
and a college.  It is the name of a Spanish village of Arab origin, in the province of Ciudad Real.  Spanish military order.

calavera
A person who acts without thinking.  Devoid of meaty head.  Bones of the head.  Skull.  Symbol of danger, poison.  Also
pirate symbol.

calavera de alfeñique
Grim reaper or skull ( Human skull ) formed with bars twisted and stretched from sweet or ( 41 Marshmallow Fondant;



especially for the day of Saints departed and be placed with other present on visits to their graves. Sweet and delicate
person. squeamishness or composure.

calaverada
Very clumsy action advanced by a person.  Action that goes against all logic and reasoning.  It means stupidity,
clumsiness, bullshit, idiocy, nonsense, sandness, nonsense, slobping, silly, stuttering, dumbness, skull.

calaveras
Useless people, who are good for nothing. Skulls. Bones of the head. Bare head.

calán
In Honduras it is the common name of a tree of the family Rubiaceae.  In Chile it is the name of a hill located in the
vicinity of Santiago de Chile.  The word of Quechua origin means totally naked.  It belongs to the Sierra de Ramón. 

calbotes
Plural of calbote .  In Navarre, beans, green beans, beans.  Its scientific name is Phaseolus vulgaris and it belongs to
the Fabaceae family.  In Ávila, Cáceres, Zamora and Salamanca, it is chestnut bread or roasted chestnut.  Feast of All
Saints is celebrated on November 1st. 

calceta
In the Eastern Plains of Colombia, low land that tends to flood in winter.  It can also mean sock, medium, escarpin. 
Woven garment covering the foot.  In street slang, it means broken, skirt that does not fulfill the promises.  It is called
sock to vegetable fibers that are extracted from the banana stem.  It is also the name of a Yopal Vereda.  In Ecuador it is
the name of a city, of the Province of Manaví.

calcetines
It's the same as stockings.  They are clothing that is placed on the feet to protect from the cold and that go under the
footwear.

calcetínes
They are small cotton garments that are used to cover the feet and go under the shoes.  They are also called stockings. 

calceto
In Colombia means disrespectful, Pharisee, unfulfilled, liar, con man.  It also means poultry or bird that has feathers on
the legs.  It has shims, footwear or Socks (referring to an animal, preferably a bird or a rooster)

calchaquí
It is also one of the names given to an indigenous people from northern Argentina, in the Salta region.  It is also called
Daguita, Diaguita, Cacán, or Sacayán.  The word as such in indigenous language means fierce, brave, courageous. 

calchuncho
It is the same as underpants or masculine interiors.  It is a term used in Chile.  They are also called pantaloncillos in
Colombia. 



calcicosis signos y sintomas
In Medicine is the name of a disease that occurs in the airways, especially in the lungs, caused by the continuous
inhalation of lime powder or marble.  Pneumoconiosis.  The patient has breathing difficulties, from the accumulation of
inorganic particles in the bronchi.  Fibrosis is present.  Severe breathing problems.  It is considered a professional
illness.  Not to be confused with calcinosis (accumulation of calcium salts in some soft tissues in the form of nodules). 

calcina
It's a snping tipping.  It means overdue to heat.  Carbonize, incinerate, burn, burn.  Figuratively dry, burn, dehydrate.  It
is also the name of a type of building material.  It can be mixture of lime, sand, cement and water or mortar and crushed.
 Concrete, concrete .  It is also a mixture for the manufacture of enamels, which has metal oxide, silica grit and
potassium carbonate.

calcinante
It means that it burns, that burns, scorches. 

calcinar
It means over-submitting to fire.  Carbonize, incinerate, burn, burn.

calcolítica
Relating to the Copper Age.  It is also called Eneolithic or Eneolithic.  It is a transitional stage in Prehistory that is
situated between the Neolithic (Polished Stone Age) and the Bronze Age. 

calcolítico
It is a period of Prehistory that corresponds to the Copper Age or Eneolithic Period.  It is placed between the Polished
Stone Age (Neolithic) and the Bronze Age. 

calcomanía
In Colombia it is a paper with adhesive, in which texts or drawings are placed, to be attached to any type of surface.

calcot
calcot is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Calcot; is proper name )" being its meaning:<br>It is the name
of several suburbs of England, close to major cities.  They are characterized by large and very old houses.  The best
known are close to Berkshire and Gloucestershire.

calda
It is an inflection of heat.  It is the action of increasing the fuel in a furnace, to obtain higher temperatures.  Boiling water. 
Hot Springs,

caldense
It means a native, resident, or related to the Department of Caldas in Colombia.  It is the name of a football team from
the city of Poços de Caldas, in the State of Minas Gerais in Brazil.

calderas
Plural of boiler.  Metallic and hermetic container where it is heated and evaporates water.  A stove that works with high
pressure steam.  In geology is the resulting depression of the eruptions of a volcano.



calderones
It is a genus of cetacean with teeth, called pilot whales and they are characterized by domed head hence the name of
the genus ( Globicephala ).  They belong to the family Delphinidae ( the Dolphin 41.  There are two species distributed
throughout the world.  They are the largest oceanic dolphins after orcas.

calderón
It can be an augmentative of cauldron.  In Colombia it is a surname of Spanish origin.  It is also the name of a write sign
( ) that was used to mark a paragraph.  Finally, calderón is also the name of a marine mammal of the dolphin family.  It
is also called a pilot whale.  Its scientific name is Globicephala melas and belongs to the Family Delphinidae.

caldito
Diminutive of broth .  In Colombia, light soup .  Prepared from some tuber with plenty of water, salt, onion and coriander.
 Prepared of meat or chicken with plenty of water and salt, which is considered restorative for the sick. 

caldo bordelés
It is a preparation of slaked lime (calcium hydroxide), water and copper sulphate, used as a pesticide (fungicide and
bactericide).  It is so called because it was invented in Bordeaux, France.

caldoa
Very hasty form of bath in a stream of water.  Dip, soak, dive, dive, splash, jump.

cale
It is an inflection of calar.  It means wet, soak up, drink, soak up, moisten, encountering, bore, try, drilling, measure,
apabullar.  Cale with tilde means Gypsy or concerning them.  Also ancient currency.

calefacciones
It is a set of devices that are used to provide heat or raise the temperature in a closed enclosure.  Plural of the heating.

calefactada
It means prepared to withstand the heat. Heated hoses are used for transporting hot liquids or vapors. There is also
clothing or costume heated for use by firefighters.

calefatear
weatherstripping is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Caulking" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
caulked. It is the action of seal, cover or close the joints of the boats to prevent the water. It is usually done with oakum
and tar or tar.

caleja
It is a diminutive of street, alley, calleja.  In Spain, more exactly in Ejulve, there is an ecological and tourist trail called the
Caleja Huergo, is a narrow gorge of good vegetation for easy access.

calendata
It means date.  Day when something happens, it takes effect or validity.  Date of a Document . 



calentadores
Plural heater .  It means they heat up, they increase the temperature.  They produce heat.  Implements that are used to
heat (usually water).  Reverbs, stove.  They can be electric or gas.

calentana
In Colombia, a person who comes from hot land, with warm weather.  It is a warm climate.

calentano
In Colombia it means born in hot Earth.  Natural warm climate.  Colombia also calentano is a small, toasted sponge
cake and containing cheese and lard.

calentar la boca
The phrase " Warms the mouth " It is similar to that we use in Colombia, " Heat the language " " Disturb the 34
language;. They mean inciting a person to speak about something, which is pronounced, which expresses its opinion.

calentitos
It is used more warm or warm.  Diminutive and plural of hot .  It means that they have or present some heat, that they
are somewhat hot.  In some parts of Spain it is a way of calling churros and also a type of tostadas or sandwiches. 

calentura
It can mean fever, temperature, heat.  It also means sexual arousal.  In Colombia it also means fury, rage. 

caleño
It means a native of Cali, a Colombian city in the department of Valle.  Name of newspaper of that city.  Fan of deportivo
Cali, Relative to Cali . 

calepino
It means it comes from Calepio.  a place in the Province of Bergamo, in Italy.  Name given to an Augustinian religious
named Ambrosio or Ambrosio de Calepio, who stood out for forming a first dictionary in Latin.  This name was also given
to the Latin dictionary.

calera
Calera is incorrectly written and should be written as "Calera ( is proper name )" being its meaning:<br>Chilean city in
the province of Quillota.  Site where pull out cal.  Limestone mine.  La Calera is a municipality of Colombia near Bogotá.

calero
Person who has for trade calcinar lime .  Lime exploiter.  In Colombia it is a surname of Spanish origin.  Surname of two
former Colombian footballers who have died.  One acted like a doorman.  His full name was Miguel Angel Calero
Rodríguez .  He played for Pachuca in Mexico.  The other former footballer was Oswaldo "El Pescadito" Calero.  He
acted as a flyer or medicampist.  He played for Deportivo Pereira and Deportivo Cali.  In Colombia surname of a TV
presenter.  Its full name is Carlos Alberto Calero Salcedo .

caleta
In Colombia it is something that hides or hides.  This is called both the hidden object and also the site where it is made. 
It usually refers to something small but valuable or money.  Hidden, hidden, saved.  The authorities call caleta, also illicit



goods or seized drugs. 

caletera
Public Service Streets or Local Streets.  Alternative routes to concessioned urban highways.  In Peru and Chile : type of
boat or any other means of transport : Que caletea .  A person or woman who works in some means of transport, who
belongs to the cove, to the porters' guild.  Name of a Colombian Cumbia composed by Julio Gonzalo Díaz Castillo. 

caletre
It means judgement, discernment.  It also means ability, talent, talent.

caléndula
Name of a plant of the family Asteraceae of medicinal uses.  It is also usually called wonder, mercadela, centella,
warbler, flamenquilla, carnation or golden button.  Its scientific name is Calendula officinalis.  The word is of Latin origin
and means over the months.  Its petals are also used as a substitute for saffron. 

calf
It is a word of the English language which means calf, calf, son of the cow.

calgón
It is an industrial chemical that occurs in powder, gel or tablets that serves to prevent limescale in washing machines
and used to descale the hard water.  The company is headquartered in Barcelona, Spain.

caliche
In Colombia is the sediment and the sobrenata which is formed in the iron-rich waters.  Rust.  Stain or reddish cream
that sobrenada por de ferruginous water.  Water calochosas.

calidonio
It means native of Calidonia.  Relating to that ancient Greek city.  Name (eponym) of king of Greek city, located north of
the Gulf of Corinth, in the region of Aetolia.  It was also called Calydon.  Father of Epicasta and Protogenia in Greek
Mythology. 

calidoso
Person of outstanding quality.  It is a colloquial way of referring to a player who is the ball with quality and exquisiteness.
 That it radiates quality.  Showing much skill and conditions.  Crack, skilled.

calienta
It elevates him or turning up the heat. That gives heat. Turning heat. Heat, scald, tuning, enliven, enable, encourage,
turn, paste, whip, annoy, irritate.

calientico
In Colombia means lukewarm, a little hot, which is not so hot.  Slightly warm.  Which is nice weather.

califa
In Saracen Arab culture it was a title given to princes, vested with civil and religious authority.  Who rules in the caliphate



. 

califato
It means government of the caliph , .  Territory ruled by a caliph .  Dignity or title of the Caliph . 

california
Name of a State of the United States.  Name of a peninsula in North America, on the Pacific Ocean (also called Baja
California).  Name of a Gulf in Mexico, on the Pacific Ocean.  Name of a municipality of Colombia in the Department of
Santander.  Name of localities in Brazil (State of Paraná), El Salvador and Scotland.  There are also numerous localities
with that name in the United States, England and Italy.  Name of a desert in Peru.  Name in Astronomy of a nebula in
the constellation of Perseus.  It is also known as NGC 1499.  Name of an asteroid . 

caliga
It was the name that received boots or leather shoes of high cane used by Roman soldiers.  This name came the
nickname Caligula, which is a diminutive and contemptuous of boot (pharmacy, botuela).

caliginosa
It means dense, heavy, dark, cloudy, thick.   it also means murky, dark. 

caliginoso
It means dense, heavy, dark, cloudy, thick.   It also means murky, dark, misty, warm. 

caligrama
They are poetic visual images, in which a set of letters, words or phrases form a figure that represents the subject
matter.  It is a set of letters, words or phrases that writing or typing them try to form an image of what they define or
represent.  Image made with letters or words. 

caligueba
Caligueva or Caligüeva is more suitable.  Feeling drowsy, lazy.  Depressive feeling of uneasiness or discomfort . 
Lethargy, drowsiness, drowsiness, heaviness. 

caliguinefobia
Also called Venustraphobia? or , Licea Complex .  It is the exaggerated and unjustified fear of beautiful women.  It is
mostly suffered by men. 

calilla
It means annoyance, discomfort, annoyance.  In Colombia it is also a thin and poor quality tobacco.  In Chile it means
credit, debt. 

calima
In Meteorology it is an atmospheric phenomenon that is generated by the presence of small particles of dust, sand, ash,
earth or clay in the air.  It generates opacity and can cause airport closures by decreasing visibility.  Calina, mist.  Also in
Colombia is the name of an artificial lake and a locality of the Department of the Valley.  It is also the name of a
Shopping Center in Bogota.  Name of a Colombian and pre-Columbian culture and ethnicity. which inhabited the Valle
del Cauca region.



calimero
It refers to a climate with the presence of haze.  It means that there are many dust particles suspended in the air. 
Opaque atmosphere.

calimete
It is the way in the Dominican Republic they call a pitillo, pajilla or popote.  It is a tubillo, usually plastic that is used to sip
liquids from a glass or a bottle. 

calina
Dim haze that clouded the air or the environment.  Calima.  It may be an effect of air pollution.

calinita
The kalinite or also called kalinita, is a potassium and, very hydrated aluminum sulfate.  It is also called alumotriquita.  It
is chemically identical to the alum (synthetic industrial).

calipédico
It means related to the illusion or fantasy of raising very beautiful children.  Related to calipedia. 

calipigia
It means good or pretty buttocks.  It is a nickname that became widespread from a statue of Venus that is currently in
the National Archaeological Museum in Naples.

calipso
The name of one of the satellites that have the planet is Saturn.  It is characterized by an irregular, similar to a bean
shape.  It was discovered in 1980.  The name of a goddess or nymph in Greek mythology.

caliptra
It is a botanical term, it is the same thing CAP or hairs.  It is a conical structure that protects the tip of a root.

caliz
The correct term is chalice , with tilde (word grave, which does not end in either vowel, neither in n , nor in s ).  It is the
part of the flower that make up the sepals.  External whorl of a flower.  Sacred or liturgical vessel.  It is synonymous with
cup, copón, grail, glass.

caliza
It is a sedimentary rock which predominates to the calcium carbonate, also known as calcite.

calígula
The correct term is Caligula.  Nickname and name accepted Roman Emperor very cruel and characterized by its
excesses in every sense.  His name was Cayo Julio César Augusto Germanic.  He was the son of Germanicus and
Agrippina.

calíope
It means that of the beautiful voice.  It was the name according to Greek mythology of a muse.  Kaliope, the muse of



epic poetry and eloquence.  Name of an asteroid ( 22 ) . 

callampear
In music it is interpreting an instrument at a very high pitch.  It also means scold, rebuke, reprimand, reproach.

callana
It is a word of Mapuche origin meaning tray, bats.  It is the name of a container used by indigenous people to roast
grains.  In America we call cayana, a bird, also known as squirrel cuckoo.

callao
It is the same as rounded pebble or Boulder.  It is a small or medium-sized rock that is located on the banks of rivers
and streams.  The rounded shape acquires it to strike with other rocks that are carried by the water.  Gravel, stone
River, grijó, sugar coated.  In quechua language Calluo means tongue of land on the Sea (tip).  Callao is the name of a
port in Peru.  and also the name of a municipality in the State of Bolívar in Venezuela.

callarse
It is the action or effect of silence.  Remain silent.  Not pronounce or say anything.  Mute is silenced, shut up, hold,
support, hide, cover, book.

callejera
It means relative or related to the street.  In a colloquial way prostitute.

callejón
In Colombia it is a long and narrow street, usually dead-end.  Narrow street that leads to a terminal.  In Spain it is a
surname.  Last name of two excellent Spanish footballers, twins : one is José María Callejón Bueno, who plays in The
Naples of Italy and the other is Juan Miguel Callejón Bueno (Juanmi), who is one of the squad of Marbella FC.

callejuelas
In Colombia and in particular in the eastern plains are a strips of land (of the width of a street) that let property owners
so that their neighbours as transit right-of-way use it for themselves or their cattle.  It also means like a street
(derogatory diminutive of street).

calletano
Calletano, in the street language, in Colombia means staying silent, not going to say anything, remain silent. It is often
said as a threat.

calliope
It means that of the beautiful voice.  It was the name according to Greek mythology of a muse.  Calliope, the muse of
epic poetry and eloquence.  Kalliope .  Name of an asteroid . 

calliophis
It means elegant snakes, distinguished snakes, pretty ones.  It is a genus of snakes in the family Elapidae and are
venomous.  They are endemic to India.



callo con tilde
Callus with tilde, or rather shut up, is a inflection of the verb shut up.  It means to keep silent , mute, mute, hide, cover,
skip, reserve.

callosa
It means hands or feet with hardened skin.  He's got corns.  Rough skin.

calloso
Person suffering from calluses.  It has hardened the skin of hands or feet.  He has calluses on his feet or hands. 
Hardened or rough skin for work.

callouses
It is an English word which means tripe.

calló
It's a inflection of the verb shut up.  It means not talking, stop talking, omitting words.  It means to keep silent , mute,
mute, hide, cover, skip, reserve.

calma
In meteorology it is a climatic state in which there is no wind.  It means tranquility, bonanza, peace, serenity, placidity,
tranquility.  Regarding an act of people, it can refer to pasvidad, slowness, cachaça. 

calmadoral
It was the name of a very common painkiller in Colombia.  Comparatively, it was as popular as Acetaminophen is today. 
His great competitors were the Best and the Conmel (for toothache).  By extension, it is said in Colombia Calmadoral to
all that soothes a pain, an affliction or a penalty; that's why in a colloquial way we say to the brandy or the liquor in
general.

calmantes
Common name given to analgesics .  Drugs that are used to control or remove pain.  Plural of soothing .  That calm ,
that appease .  Sedative, tranquilizer, lenitive, analgesic. 

calne
It is the name of an English village in the County of Witshire.  It is characterized by its exceptional beauty.

calo
Calar inflection .  It means getting wet, soaking, soaking, impregnating, moistening, snuffing, drilling, testing, drilling,
measuring, snevering.  Stand in the water, make foot.  In Colombia it is also losing or tangling a kite on ropes or trees. 

calodactylodes
It means elegant fingers, fine fingers.  It is a genus of lizards in the family Gekkoniidae.  These geckos have nocturnal
habits.

calongos



canon law.  Calongos is a Peruvian surname.  By extension, people of comfortable and displicent life.  Rested.

calor
Thermal sensation that is felt through the skin.  Greater or lesser degree of temperature.  Form of energy that manifests
itself with the increase or decrease of the temperature.  Embarrassment, temperature, heat wave, burning,
incandescence, fire, burning, enthusiasm, energy, zeal, courage, commitment.

calor específico
It is the amount of heat you need a kg of a particular substance to raise its temperature in one degree Celsius.  Also
referred to as specific thermal capacity.

calor negro
Heat that is produced without incandescence.  Heat without flames or fire.  It can be produced by an electrical or
electronic appliance.

calorera
It means illness causes heat or fevers.  It's a way to call menopause. 

calosfrío
In Colombia we say chills.  Means sensations of heat and cold in a way alternative, typically is a symptom of influenza. 
Shaking, calofrio, Creeper, arrechucho, tremor, scrapie.

calostro
In the eastern plains of Colombia is the milk which produces a new calving cow.  First milk that mama a calf at birth.

caloyo
It is the breeding of the female lamb.  Small lamb or newborn.  Lamb. 

caló
It means brown, black or gypsy.  Brown-skinned.  In Colombia it is also an inflection of calar.  It means getting wet,
soaking, soaking, impregnating, moistening, snuffing, drilling, measuring, overwhelming.   It also means tangling or
losing a kite. 

calón
Rod or lever used to measure the depth of a river or lake.  It is also used to extend fishing nets.  Calóm, so with m, is
another way to call sunflower (plants and flowers). 

calpián
It means guardian of the house, protector of the home.  it is a word of Nahuatl origin. 

calpul
In Honduras is a usually artificial mound where indigenous relics.  Guaca, burial or Aboriginal treasure.  Indicator of
Aboriginal sites.  It is a word of Nahuatl origin, meaning house communal maloca (Calpolli).



calracho
It is one of the many common names (nearly 200) that receives the medicinal plant Plantago decumbens or Plantago
lanceolata, Plantaginaceae family.  This name is mostly used in Argentina.  Also known as lower plantain, carmel,
carrajo grass of the piles, psyllium.

calsa
CALsA is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Shoes" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is shoes.  It
means pants, wedge dental or media.  Flip-flops or plow skid.

calugas
Plural of coluga.  In Chile is a sweet or candy, made with milk, sugar and butter.  It is square.  In Colombia we say food
stuffs.  It also means heavy, sticky, flattering fawning person.

calule
In Chile you mean ugly, horrible, awful.  Kalule is also used.  In Romanian you mean horse.

calvario
In Colombia, we used the Word as a synonym for suffering, torment, pain, martyrdom, suffering. Stations of the cross. 
Path of Jesus on Golgotha.  Name of hill outside Jerusalem.

calvazo
In Colombia is a blow that occurs with the knuckles of your fingers in the head.  It also tells pescozón.  It is a very painful
and dangerous.

calvicie
It means alopecia.  lack of hair, absence of hair.  Head without hair . 

calvo
In Colombia it is a surname of Spanish origin.  Person who lacks hair.  Alopécico, bald, bald, hairless, glabrous.  Land
that lacks vegetation.

calypso
It means the one he's hiding.  Name of a daughter of the Titan Atlas in Greek mythology.  Name of a satellite on the
planet Saturn.  Name of an Ocean.  a Perseida and a Nereida in Greek mythology.  Name of Jacques Cousteau's
French oceanographic vessel.  Name of a pleasant Caribbean musical rhythm.

calza
In Colombia it is resin or a tooth caries filling curing one.  It is also an inflection of fit.  The shoe size.  Name of the
sheath that covers the shoe or a garment that covers the leg.  Piece of leather that covers the legs of cocks.

calzado
Part of the clothing or clothing that cover us the feet.  Shoes, chagualos, boot, ankle, ankle boots, flip-flops, espadrille,
shoe, slipper, chancleta, tennis, sandal, hinge.



calzo
Inflection of fit.  It means wearing shoes.  Protect or cover your feet with shoes or shoes.  Carry, wear, use, lock, freeze,
secure, secure.  It also refers to the size or size of shoes or footwear in general.   Cover or protect with a leather sheet.

calzonarias
In Colombia they are a pair of intertwined elastic strips with brooches that are used to hold the pants.  They are also
called straps or suspenders.

calzoncillero
Place where underpants or underwear are stored.

calzoncillo
In Colombia we say pantalocillo or briefs to male underwear.  Boxers, Interior ( male ).  Both words are best used in
plural, shorts, underpants.

calzoncillos
Male inner garment.  Shorts, Interior.

calzonudo
It means panties or big pants or panties.  Also in Colombia means well-placed trousers, authoritarian, bossy.  Rigid,
strict.

calzonzillo
calzonzillo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Underpants" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
underpants ( in Colombia is used in plural ). Diminutive word of pants. Male underwear. Men underwear. Underwear.

calzón
It is an undergarment that is worn under pants or dress in the case of women.  It covers the buttocks and private parts. 
In many countries it is called breeches or breeches alone to women's underwear and men's is called pantaloncillo,
underpants or these same terms but in plural. 

calzón sapo
It is a spell that according to beliefs run the witches in Esmeraldas, Ecuador. It is to boil water in the Interior of witch or
who wants to do hex. They give it to the victim with coffee. According to what is intended to be added other ingredients.
Used to fall in love, to give bad luck or to brutalize.

cam
Brother of Shem and Japheth.  The name of one of the sons of Noah, who is saved from the flood.  Was father of Cush,
Mizraim, Phut, and Canaan.

cama
It means flat platform.  Furniture of different materials used to sleep.  Bedding, thalamus, Cot, bedding, Cot, backpack,
bunk bed.



camada
Shoots or young.  It means offspring of a single delivery or gestation.  Mia Farrow, breeding, offspring, ventregada and
cachillada.  Children of the same mother.

camafeo
It is usually a carved gemstone that hangs from a chain and is used on the neck. 

camajan
camajan is incorrectly written, and should be written as Camajan.  being its meaning:<br>The correct term is camajan. 
It is a person who lives in the hat of others, lifestyler, leaning, recumbent.  Lazy person who takes advantage of the
simplicity and goodness of others.

camal
It means slaughter of meat of channel site.  Slaughterhouse.  Set of cams or flatbeds to deposit heavy objects.  The
modern version of a slaughterhouse, is a refrigerator.

camala
It is a variant of Kamala.  which is a woman's name in Sanskrit.  It means that of good wishes.  It also means Laksmi. 
who is the Hindu goddess of fortune, wealth and prosperity. 

camaleón
A person who changes appearance permanently.  Changing.  Reptile characterized by blend easily when changing
colour according to the needs of camouflage in their environment.  There are some 161 different species.  For the South
American Chameleon is also a lizard of any kind, but more often the iguanas.  It is the name of a Spanish town, in
Cantabria.  Character of "Spiderman", which is called Dmitri Smerdyakov.  Also told the American Kestrel, La or
colorado halconcito Chameleon.  Its scientific name is Falco sparverius and belongs to the Family Falconidae.

camaleónica
Concerning the chameleon .  Figuratively it refers to the ability to transform or change behavior or attitude very easily
and in a short time.  That changes easily in the way of acting and behaving. 

camaleónico
Concerning the chameleon .  Figuratively it refers to the ability to transform or change behavior or attitude very easily
and in a short time.  That changes easily in the way of acting and behaving. 

camalofote
It is one of the common names of an aquatic plant.  of the family Pontederiaceae.  It also receives other common
names: aguapey, lettuce, water hyacinth, water lily, bora flower, water buchón, camalote, water lily, tarulla or reyna
(queen).  Its scientific name is Eichhornia crassipes. 

camanchaca
In the coastal and border area between Peru and Chile.  Dense and very dynamic haze.  Stratocumulus very frequent in
the Peruvian-Chilean coast.  The word is of Aymara origin and means black cloud, dark cloud. 

camandulaje



Group of individuals who unite to violate the law.   Association to commit a crime or circumvent the law.  Name of a
Tango by Alfredo Gobbi.  The Word in Portuguese means cacareo . 

camanga
It is the name of a locality in the Philippines.

camanin
Camanin is the name of a small farm of family management located in the heart of the triangle lariano, in the province of
Como, in Lombardy, Italy.  It is a company of mountain, dedicated to the breeding of goats.

camarachón
It is the name of an outbuilding of a very large house or mansion.  It is equivalent to an attic, where old or useless junk is
kept.  San Alejo , basement , attic . 

camarada
Fellow of fight.  Coreligionist, copartidario, colleague, colleague, friend, buddy.

camaradedia
camaradedia is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Comradeship" being its meaning:<br>The correct word is
camaraderie. It means brotherhood, friendship, Fellowship, brotherhood and colegaje.

camará
It is another of the common names given to the plant known as lantana, thicken,cariate, horse basil, five blacks or
Spanish flag.  Its scientific name is Lantana camara and belongs to the family Verbenaceae.  Shrimp apocope,
companion.

camarinas
It is the plural of camarina.  It is the name of a shrub plant, which is also known as camarina, red Heather or Heath
Portugal its scientific name is Corema album, belongs to the family Ericaceae (was formerly classified in the family
Empetraceae).  It is a plant endemic to the Atlantic coast of the Iberian Peninsula.

camarista
Person who integrates religious choirs, singing indoors.  Chamber musician.

camarita
It is a diminutive of camera.  In Colombia and especially in the Llanos Orientales it means friend, brother, much
familiarity and trust.  Parce, corduroy.

camarín
It is a way to call a small chapel of a Catholic Church, which is usually located behind the altar.  Diminutive of camera. 
Niche where an image is worshipped.  In Bogotá is the name of a theatre (Camarín del Carmen), which was formerly
convent of the Barefoot Carmelites.  Camerino, place where the actors are ready to go on stage.

camarota



It is an augmentative of camera.  Large Chamber.  It is a genus of flies, in the family Chloropidae (Diptera order).  They
are also called grass flies or eye flies.

camarón
It is the common name for a native garden plant from Central America, whose scientific name is Justicia brandegeeana. 
Perternece to the family Acanthaceae.  It has white, yellow, pink or red flowers and they seem really a shrimp.  It also
receives the names of pacifier, beloperone, Golden corn, shrimp, golden skrim flower.  Shrimp is a decapod crustacean
animal, which lives in sea water and fresh water.  There are many species and belong to the Onfraorden Caridea. 
Umnos are smaller than the prawns and shrimps seafood.

camarón de río
It's a freshwater crustacean.  Its scientific name is Cryphiops caementarius.  It belongs to the family Palaemonidae .  It
can be grown in ponds and cages.  Macrobrachium rosenbergii, from the same family, is also told this way although it is
better known as a Malaysian river prawn or prawn, as it is larger.  

camastro
Very poor quality bed.  bed old and rickety.  Bed hard and uncomfortable.  Cot, bedding, bed.

camaya
camaya is incorrectly written and should be written as "Camaya ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>Camaya is the
name of a coastal area of the Bataan Peninsula on the island of Luzon, Philippines.  It is also the name of 3 waterfalls in
the same region in Miraveles.

camayuán
I think that the question is Camaguan.  It is the name of a city in the State of Guárico in Venezuela.  It is capital of the
municipality Camaguan estuaries.  Camaguan estuaries is the name of a song llanera and a Venezuelan city.

camazotz&#40;mayas&#41;
Camazotz is the name of the God of the Aztecs and Mayans, bat associated with night, death, and sacrifice.

camándula
In Colombia, it is the same as rosario.  Strip or string with beads to pray.  There are several kinds, depending on the
number of accounts (there are 10, 33 or 50 accounts).

camba
It is the name of a non-profit organization, headquartered in Brooklyn, New York, created to help the most needy of the
city class.  It provides social services, particularly in relation to housing.

camba perro
In Bolivia called Camba someone originally from the eastern plains of the country.  CAMBA is a Ranger Bolivian and
indigenous, humorist.

cambalache
The name of a famous tango.  Its author is Enrique Santos Discépolo.  In Colombia it also means worn, purchase, Peña,
empenadero.  The world has been, is and will be a mess.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . He says the author of Cambalache, is real



and permanent.

cambalí
Garment of coarse wool used to sleep.  Cambali or Cambalu was a name given also to Beijing (China), at the time of
Marco Polo.  It means city of the emperor.

cambamba
The Cambamba is a traditional celebration in Colombia, established in Barranquilla in the slums to revive and strengthen
the Barranquilla Carnival.  Carnival in the neighborhoods below, Montecristo, model and center of Barranquilla.  Carlos
Pérez Parra devised it in 1987.  It was initially an impromptu feast of parades and dances.  It is currently about 100
parades, dances and cumbiambas.  The Cambamba is one of the top rated shows of the Barranquilla Carnival.  The
word means impromptu party.

cambambero
Person who invents feasts, which make impromptu parties.  It is a synonym of animator or recreacionista.

cambas
It is one of the names given to an indigenous people of the Amazon region of Peru and Brazil.  They are also usually
called Ashanics, Campitis, Antis, Chunchos, Chascosos, Thampas, Cambas, Komparias, Kuruparias. 

cambeo
I cambeo is incorrectly written and it should be written as change.  being its meaning: in Colombia is a colloquial way of
saying change.    " Change cambeo " It is a way to express that it is offering a trade-in for something.  Change, barter,
Exchange, barter, replacement and substitution.

cambiasso
It is a common last name in Argentina, Italian and several famous athletes from that country.  Excel Nicolás Carlos
Cambiasso Deleau, who was a goalkeeper and idol of All Boys and his brother Esteban Matias, who is nicknamed
"Cuchu", second and coach, is currently Assistant Técnico de José Néstor Pékerman in the Colombia's national soccer
team.  Adolfo Cambiaso Estrada is considered the best player in the world in Polo today.

cambiazos
It is a form of fraud in which are exchanged valuable objects by others who lack it.  By extension the crime of change a
dangerous inmate by another person, is so called is also the exchange of persons or personalities with any object,
usually to evade responsibilities.

cambienle
cambienle is incorrectly written and should be written as "change ( With tilde )"being its meaning:<br>It is a turning point
of change. It means replace, Exchange, swap, switch, negotiate, replace, alter, vary, modify, transform, convert.

cambio radical
It means rotation, total change, complete change, resounding change.  In Colombia it is the name of a political party
originating in the Liberal Party.  Name of a TV show in Spain. 

cambollana



cambollana is incorrectly written, and should be written as Cambodian.  being its meaning: the correct term is
Cambodian.  It means woman or person born or residing in Cambodia, South-eastern Asian country.  Concerning or
related to Cambodia.

camborio
In Gypsy language, it means family, lineage, provenance, dynasty.

cambria
Former name of Wales.  Latinized name of Wales.  Name of a city in the U.S. state of California .  Name of a font in
Microsoft Windows Vista, Microsoft Office.  In Culinaria it is a type of salad and is also the name of a kind of orchid. 

cambrillones
Plural of cambrillón .  It's the same as insoles or nods.  They are attachments of various materials that are placed to give
consistency to the sole of the footwear.  They can be made of rough leather, plastic or metal sheet.  They are placed
between the sole and the base of the shoe. 

cambuche
It means type of improvised home made with any kind of elements, anywhere.  Usually a strange is in the jungle or
mountain to spend the night one or very few days and is usually done with branches, leaves and some plastic. 
Improvised camp.  In the city the huts make them the inhabitants of street, under bridges and usually with plastics and
some wood.  Covacha, callampa, Ranch.

cambucho
It is a Chileanism and has three different meanings.  It can mean basket, door, basket.  It also means small room, squat,
slum.  Another meaning is cover, lining, cover, wrap. 

cambur
In Venezuela it means banana, banana, banana.  It is a word of African origin.

cambur titiaro
It is a way of calling in Venezuela to snack or murrapo a very small and very sweet banana.

cambur topocho
In Venezuela it is a type of banana or small fruit banana.  Banana.

camburito
Small banana, banana, sandwich.  Platanito.  Diminutive of cambur meaning banana. 

cambute
In El Salvador is a large yellow shell and good meat, edible sea snail.  Its scientific name is Lobatus helmeted and the
family Strombidae.  Their shells make the pututu which is a wind instrument.  It is characteristic of the Pacific Ocean.

camear
It means making or tender bed, plunge into bed, bedtime.  It is also a way of referring to the scenes of sex or



pornography.

cameha
Undoubtedly pretend to ask for Camecha or the Camecha. It is a Mexican town, located near the municipality of
Degollado ( Jalisco ). On the other hand Kameha, is the name of a Grand Hotel, located close to the airport of Zurich.

camelar
It means seducing with deception.  Deceive, cheat, plot.  In Colombia we also say caramelize, in the same sense. 

camellón
Rice crops is the spine of Earth that helps to irrigate the area.  Loin of Earth that forms in the center of the lid off roads,
especially during the rainy season.

cameo
It is an inflection of camear.  Mean dive between the sheets, lying down, in a colloquial way record sex scenes.

camerata
It's an Italian language word that means bedroom.  It can also mean clique, in the sense of group of erudite people on a
subject.  In Art, Camerata fiorentina, was a group of musicians, poets, intellectuals and humanists from Florence, who
led by Count Giovanni di Bardi, gathered to discuss trends and give guidance especially on art and drama.  

camerún
Name of an African volcano, near the Gulf of Guinea.  It is also called Mount Fako.  Name of an African country, whose
capital is Yaoundé . 

cami
Colombia CAMI is an acronym and means maternal child care center.  Hospitals for care of newborns and their mothers.

camichín
It is one of the names of the tree's scientific name Ficus pertusa of the Moraceae family.  They also say Amatillo or
higuerón.

camila
It is a woman's name, of Latin origin and means that it is present in God.  male variant, Camilo.

camilla
Bed diminutive.  Narrow and portable bed, which is usually used to transport sick or injured people.  In Spain, type of
round and small table.  Woman's name in English, equivalent to Camila in Spanish.  Name of an asteroid . 

camilla gris
It is one of the common names for a fish that is also called drunk, grey gunard, perlon, Robin.  Its scientific name is
Eutrigla gurnardus and belongs to the family Triglidae.



camilo
It means priest, cleric, acolyte, lazarillo.  It comes from the Latin word camillus, which is to say Minister.  It is a name of
Latin origin male and which means "which is present in God".

caminantes
It means they walk.  walking, walking.  Passers-by, pedestrians, walkers, marchers, walking travelers.

caminar
It means walking, moving on foot.  Figuratively transport, travel.  In Colombia it also means falling in love, trying to
conquer, courting. 

caminito
Diminutive of path.  Short way.  Name of a song (tango), which made Carlos Gardel very popular.  Name of a
recognized place of La Boca in Buenos Aires, which is an alley, museum and a passage, of great cultural and tourist
value. 

camino
It means a path that is usually traveled.  Route, trail, trail, path.  trail.  Route or section through which you walk. 

camino corto
That is the definition of shortcut.  In Colombia also said right.

camionada
In Colombia, the total load that fits a truck.  By extension, much, large quantity, abundant, quite, too much.  In Mexico
total quota of passengers that fit in a bus or omnibus (which there is called a truck). 

camionetada
In Colombia is the load capacity of a pickup truck.  That It fits in the Plato or the bodywork of a truck load.

camión pluma
It's a way of calling a type of vehicle with a crane. 

camiseta
diminutive and derogatory derivative of shirt.  Short-sleeved shirt and usually without a collar.  T-shirt.  Sports garment
used to cover the trunk. 

camisola
long dress without prenses that ladies wear to sleep.  Dressing gown.  In Ecuador hood, bulging net of lamps. 

camisón
Augmentative shirt, large shirt.  Long dress without prenses that women wear to sleep. 

camomila



It is one of the common names given Chamomile or romana, which is an aromatic and medicinal plant.  Its scientific
name is Chamaemelum nobile (Anthemis nobilis) of the Asteraceae family.

camorra
In Colombia it means get, gazapera, rina, fight, hubbub, fuss, disputed, free-for-all, disorder, anger, pendency, skirmish,
tremolina.

camorrero
In Colombia it means fight.  Person who likes to fight.  Camorrista, conflicted, pendentive, provocative.

camorrista
Person who forms fights or conflicts with ease.  Camorier, pendent, provocateur, fighter, fighter, fighter, fighter,

camoruco
In Colombia is the name of a tree.  also known as panama or anacahuita.  Its scientific name is Sterculea apetala and
belongs to the family Malvaceae.  It is the name of a city in the Department of Arauca and also on a sidewalk in the town
of Yopal, in the Department of Casanare, Colombia.  It is also the name of a valley close to Valencia and a population of
Isla Margarita, Venezuela

camote
In Colombia is synonymous with sweet potato, sweet potato, tuber.   In Central America and especially in Salvador is
purple, bruise, dancefloor, cardinal in Ecuador means silly, silly, menso.  In Uruguay in love.

camoto
It means stubborn, capricious, stubborn, stubborn.  It also means fool, bobo. 

campa
In Colombia it is one of the ways to call the leoncillo, lion, puma or red tiger.  It is a feline carnivorous animal.  Its
scientific name is Puma concolor.  It is also called camba.  Camp inflection. 

campanenses
campanenses is incorrectly written and should be written as "Campaign, the campaign" being its meaning:<br>It means
born or who is resident of hood or hood.  Concerning the campaign.  Campaign is the name of municipalities and towns
of Panama, Chile, Argentina, Uruguay, Italy, France and Spain.  In Chile, there is also a National Park, called the
campaign, therefore all Park-related resources are Campanenses.

campania
Name of a region of Italy, whose capital is Naples.  It is made up of the Provinces of Avellino, Naples, Salerno,
Benevento and Caserta.  Name of an asteroid . 

campanilla
Bell is a diminutive of campaign.  It is also another name given to the uvula.

campanita



Tinkerbell is incorrectly written and should be written as "Tinkerbell ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>It is a
diminutive of campaign.  It is another way to tell the uvula or chime.  Character of the work of Peter Pan ( Tink Bell )
representing a fairy that arranges pots and kettles.

campanos
It is the plural of campano.  It is one of the common names we use in Colombia to describe a tree also known as
Saman, rain, cenizaro, ashtray, samanea, tamarind tree.  Its scientific name is Samanea saman and is of the family
Fabaceae.  It does not seem at all to the mahogany ( Family Meliaceae-Swetenia macrophylla ).

campanula
In botany, it is the name of a genus of plants belonging to the family Campanulaceae.  They are characterized by having
bell-shaped flowers.  The Latin word means small bell or bell.  In astronomy it is the name of an asteroid (1077).  It
initially had the designation of 1926 TK, by astronomers. 

campe
In ancient Greek mythology it was a sea monster that guarded the Tartarus.  He died at the hands of Zeus.

campeador
Said of a warrior: Who excels on the battlefield with very outstanding actions.  Nickname or nickname by which El Cid
was known ( Ruy Díaz de Vivar ) .  A person who carries out his activities in the countryside, who lives day and night. 
Who spends the night in the open field. 

campear el temporal
The right thing is " Weather the storm ".  Weather the storm is face and overcome difficult moments.  It means to
withstand, resist, withstand, sort, keep.

camperos
Plural of camper .  Four-wheel drive motor vehicle specially designed to work in the field and on uncovered terrain. 
Related to the field. 

campiñas
Campinas is extensive and cultivated flat land.  Were land, land of tillage.  Campinhas or Campinas is the name of a city
in the State of São Paulo in Brazil.

campirusa
It is a rude and derogatory way to call a peasant.

campiruscos
So disparagingly call the peasants. Breakfast, hearty.

campiruso
You want to say peasant, hearty, rustic, rough, rural.

campiruso pion



Pioneer campiruso is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Campiruso pion or pawn." being its meaning:<br>It
is a way of offending our farmers, saying campiruso or pion ( by peasant or peon ).

campiti
It is one of the names given to an indigenous people of the Amazon region of Peru and Brazil.  They are also usually
called Ashanics, Campas, Antis, Chunchos, Chascosos, Thampas, Cambas, Komparias, Kuruparias. 

campìchuelo
campichuelo is incorrectly written and should be written as "Campichuelo ( no tilde )." being its meaning:<br>Derogatory
way of referring to the field.

campoal
It is the name of a WordPress program, which creates platforms to perform collections for a unique and specific
purpose, usually to make aids in emergencies.  Program to raise non-profit funds with intentions to help.

camporista
Concerning Cámpora .  Follower of Héctor José Cámpora, an Argentine politician of the justice party.  This is also called
a member of the group La Cámpora, an Argentine university youth organization of Peronist orientation. 

campos
Field plural .  It means land, cultivation.  seeding , meadow , land , space , court , stadium , sphere , scope .  Land ,
crops .  fields, meadows, grounds, spaces, fields, stadiums, spheres, fields.  It is also a surname of Spanish origin.  It is
of Castilian origin (vallisoletano).  It is very common throughout Latin America.  Campos is also used as a male name.  It
means of the rural area .  He is of Spanish origin.  It is also a familiar way of calling a person named Campo Elías. 

campote
Field Augmentative .  Large field.  Large field.

campsia
It is the Spanish name for a New South Wales suburb of Australia.  In English the name is Campsie.  Also, in
Entomology Campsia is the name of a genus of coleoptera belonging to the family Tenebrionidae, comprises about 20 .
000 species and among them are the wood beetles.

campsinos
farms is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Peasants" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is peasant. It
means a person who lives in the field. Ploughman, farmer, farmer, farmer, rustic, civilian, country.

camptocormia
It means bent trunk.  It is a symptom of neuromuscular diseases that manifests as an involuntary severe flexion of the
dorsal or lumbar spine.  It only occurs in the patient when standing or walking.

camptodactilia
It means bent or shrunken fingers.  It's the impossibility of stretching your fingers.  It's a neuromuscular condition in your
fingers.



camptomus
It means delicate mouse or pretty mouse.  It was a small prehistoric marsupial that lived in the Late Cretaceous.

camptonita
It means crooked rock.  It is also called a lampromicid.  It is a type of ferromagnesian ore rock.  It is rich in olivine,
amphibol, titanated augita, biotite and plagioclase.

camptonoto
Crooked or bent body.  It was the name of a herbivorous prehistoric animal.  It was very similar to iguanodont.  belonged
to the Camptonotidae family.

camptosauro
It means saurio bent or crooked.  Folded or bent reptile.  It was the name of a dinosaur from the Jurassic period.

campuzano
It is a surname of Spanish origin (Castile).  Name of a Spanish town in Torrelavega ( Cantabria ).  Place of the former
Province of Santander in Spain.  Surname of Spanish origin that exists in Colombia in the coffee zone and the Antioquia
region.  Surname of Colombian footballer, called Jorman David Campuzano Puentes, who will play in Millonarios.  Last
name of Colombian actress named Cristina Campuzano.  Surname of great Colombian sports storytellers (Armando and
Jorge Eliécer). 

camuel
Nickname of a Spanish footballer, who was a goalkeeper and was a legend at Oviedo.  His name was Angel Manuel
Alvarez Pérez.  Name of a Hebrew patriarch of the tribe of Ephraim.  In France it's a last name.  Last name of a French
cyclist named Maxime Camuel .

camuesa
It is the name of a variety of apple (Malus domestica).  Although its appearance is not the best, it is very pleasant flavor. 

camueso
It's the name of a fruit tree.  Its fruit is a variety of apple that is of very good flavor, even if it does not look good.  Its
scientific name is Malus domestica.  it is also known as a European apple tree or common apple tree.  It belongs to the
family Rosaceae.  Colloquially it is a way of referring to an ordinary, foolish and ignorant man. 

camuflado
That is hidden by camouflage.  Inflection for Camiflarse.  You mean hidden.  Hidden, camouflaged, disguised, hidden.

camuflaje
It is the ability that have some bodies become imperceptible in its midst.  Ability to hide or hide, to become
imperceptible.  Mimicry, furtividad.  In the military is a type of costume that makes that the soldier does is notorious in
certain natural means.  Costume of fatigue.

camula
In the anime world, it is the name of a vampire who is the second of the Shadow Riders.



camú
In the Amazon basin is one of the common names of a medium-sized tree and its fruits.  It is also called camú-camú.  Its
scientific name is Myrciaria dubia and belongs to the family Myrtaceae.  It grows in the wild in flooded soils.  In
Dominican is the name of a river of more than 140 kilometers in length.

can
It means dog.  That belongs to the canids or that it is a canid.  In Colombia (Bogotá), it is the acronym of National
Administrative Center (Site where most ministries and state offices are located at the national level).  At the South
American level CAN is also the acronym for Andean Community.  In Architecture is the part of the beam that protrudes
from the facade and holds a cornice. 

cana
White hair, gray hair.  In Colombia in a colloquial way prison, Panopticon, prison, prison.

canacahua
It is the name of a Peruvian village in the Department of Arequipa.  It has a meteorological station and has a permanent
desert climate.  Its name in Quechua means hot, scorching, desert, which burns.

canacuate
It is one of the common names of an oversized constrictor snake and aquatic customs.  It is also called yellow
anaconda, kurijú, curiyú, comuti.  The word is of Nahuatl origin and means duck snake or aquatic snake.  Its scientific
name is Eunectes notaeus and belongs to the family Boidae.

canada
It means white hair, which has gray hair.  It is also an old volume measure. 

canadá
Name of a country in North America whose capital is Ottawa.  It is an Iroquois word meaning village, settlement. 

canadã¡ y groenlandia&#41;
The correct term is Canada and Greenland.  It refers to those two great northern territories of the poses.

canaguaro
It's one of the common ways to call an occelote.  It is also called jaguar, cunaguaro, tigrillo, cat ounce, jaguarete.  Its
scientific name is Leopardus pardalis and belongs to the Felidae family.  

canake
It is a name used in the coasts of Soconusco and Chiapas ( Mames ) , in Mexico to the tree's scientific name Quercus
candicans, of the family Fabaceae.  Receives other common names in other parts such as rosillo oak, oak, Urupcu,
asta, Encino oak Acorn, white oak, oak, ash, Corturapi, Encino aguacatillo, Encino papatla.

canalero
Colloquial form of call to the Panamanians.  In Colombia is a goterera person, who likes to eat and drink free.



canales
Media used to issue a communication or information. Each one of the television stations. Work of engineering used to
drive water. In Colombia is a synonym for trench, acequia, cause, Strait, step, bocana, Groove.

canaleta
It is a diminutive and derogatory channel.  Small channel, usually plastic, which is used on rooftops to properly collect
and direct rainwater. 

canalete
Canalete is the kind of oar used the vogue.  Rowing short and wide shovel.  For momentum, it dives under the water
close to the canoe and made strength back.  In Colombia is also the name of a tree, its scientific name is Cordia
alliodora and belongs to the family Boraginaceae.  Also known as Pardillo, alatrique, coating, white laurel, black laurel
(in Colombia), garlic garlic (Bolivia), ta'urua, xochicauil, rosadillo (Mexico).  It is the name of a Colombian municipality in
the Department of Córdoba.  In Alajuela (Costa Rica), there is a municipality of the same name.

canalla
A person who makes dishonesties.  Nickname of a fan of the club from Rosario Central of Argentina football (at
individual and collective levels).  Creeping, infamous, perverse, wretched, villain, malandrín, pillo.  Knave.

canané
It is another name you have in Mexico to the Red Snapper or red snapper, its scientific name is Lutjanus campechanus
and is in the family Lutjanidae.

cananguchal
It is a very special and important type of aquatic ecosystem.  They are floodflated terrains where there are many
canangucha palms.  Inuncable palmar.  They are also called morichals.  The canangucha is the same moriche ( Mauritia
flexuosa ).

canapé
In Colombia we say couch to a Chair.  Divan, sofa, bed, seat, seat.

canapial
In Venezuela it means drunk, drunk, drunk, pigheadedness.  Fortified.

canarinha
It is the name given to the jersey of the Brazilian national football team or to the national team itself.  The color of the
canary, yellow. 

canario
It means born or resident in the Canary Islands.  It is a very melodious small Songbird.  It is usually yellow or brownish. 
Its scientific name is Serinus canaria and is in the family Fringillidae.  It is also called Serin or Serin Canary.

canarismo
Love or attachment to the customs and traditions of the Canary Islands.  Own voices, words or linguistic uses of the
Canary Islands, regionalism of these islands. 



canas
It means white ) or gray hairs), white hairs.  Plural of cana .  Silver strand.  In Colombia in a colloquial way anxieties.  In
Colombia cana can also mean prison, inmate.

canasta
Annotation in the sport of basketball.  Container woven with rattan or with palm leaves.  It serves for transport of
markets.  Other names are basket, basket, Sargon, basket, baskets, terrero, sera, seron. Basic market.

canbie
The correct word is change, with m.  It is a turning point of change.  It means Exchange, swapping, trocar, switch,
replace, replace, modify.

cancel
It's the same as a doorkout or bulkhead.  It can also be a fence or gate, which is placed between a house and the patio. 

cancela
It means brooch, entrance door in a rural property or farm. 

cancer
In Latin it means crab (so, without tilde).  In Spanish the correct term is cancer, always with tilde .  It is a disease that
has many nuances and can attack different parts of the body.  It is characterized by the formation of malignant tissues. 
In Astronomy it is one of the Constellations (Crab).  It is a sign of the Zodiac (born between June 21 and July 22).  It is
the Tropic of the northern hemisphere globe (imaginary line that borders the tropical zone in the north).

cancerígeno
It means it causes cancer.  That can lead to cancer.

cancerofobia
It is the fear of suffering from cancer. 

cancéleme
It is an inflection of canceling in imperative mode.  It can mean finishing paying the balance of an account (liquidating,
settling) or it can also mean nullifying in legal or legal terms, abolishing, repealing or nullifying the value of a thing. 
Liquideme , págueme , sáldeme . 

cancha
In Colombia it means locked field to practice a sport.  Track, field, playground, place, field.  For us it means experience,
knowledge, skill, blanks and ability.  It is a name of the roasted beans or corn.

canchila
In Colombia is a surname of Spanish origin.  Second Colombian named Marco Canchila's last name.

canchis
Name of an indigenous Bolivian ethnic group, member of the Aymara people.  Some live in the highlands of Peru and on



borders with Bolivia. 

canchita
Diminutive of court.  Sports field of small dimensions.  Makeshift soccer field.

cancho
It means rock, stone or very large rock.  Peña, rock.  In Chile is a work of short duration and paid.  In Colombia we say
barbacha, or chanfa.

canchoso
Colombia is a derogatory way of referring to a dog, which can be street or without defined breed.  Gozque, salty.

cancilla
It is a type of door in the manner of a fence or fence, usually made of steel or iron rods ( bars or slats), which is used in
gardens, pens or orchards.  Lace door (or tangled).  Security lace doors that are used at night in various types of
businesses such as shops or liquor stores, for safety, to prevent theft. 

cancioncilla
Diminutive of song, song. Short and cheerful song.  Tonadilla, short tune.

cancona
In Chile woman with wide hips, buttock, caderone. 

cancos
Plural of canco .  In ceramics it is a type of pot or pitcher made of baked clay.  Pot, chorote or clay pot.  It can also mean
hips. 

canda
It is the name of a small Italian town in the province of Rovigo (Veneto Region)

candado
It is a portable security device.  It consists of a metal box and a removable metal ring, which through the use of a key
opens and closes according to the need.  Safe.

candados
Plural of lock.  A lock is a portable security device.  It consists of a metal box and a removable metal ring, which through
the use of a key opens and closes according to the need.  Insurance.

candalo
It is used s'candalo.  It is one of the common names given to the mastranto, applemint, horehound or matapulgas.  Its
scientific name is Mentha suaveolens and belongs to the family Lamiaceae.  It is a very fragrant plant, which can be
toxic and abortifacient.  It has medicinal uses in menstruation problems.



candeal
It is a variety of wheat that is used to make flour and make bread.  It is popularly known as durum wheat.  Its scientific
name is Triticum durum .  It is also known as Moorish wheat, Sicilian, semolrum or braggadture.  belongs to the family
Poaceae.

candelabro
Candlestick is called a candlestick that has several arms where you place candles.  They are most common in odd
numbers of arms.

candelero
In Colombia strand, candil, attachment to place and hold candles.  Candle lighter, candelabra, blandon.

candelilla
In Colombia is another way of calling the Firefly or the cocuyo.

candescente
It is a type of lighting in which there is no fire, no flame, no high temperature.  It is a type of natural lighting and can be
given as fluorescence, bioluminescence or biomimetics.  It's all the contario of incandescent.

candia
It was the ancient name of Crete.  It was also the ancient name of the Cretan city of Heraclion.  It is an Italian surname
of Origin in Savoy.  It exists in several countries in South America.  Name of a locality in the United States in the state of
New Hampshire.  Name of a city and several locations in northern Italy.

candida
It is the name of a genus of fungi belonging to yeasts (saprophys).  It was formerly called Torulla.  They cause toruliasis
or thrush.  They usually cause various types of infections.

candidatos
People who participate in an election.  Plural candidate .  It means applicants, suitors, applicants.

candil
In lighter Colombia, primitive lamp.  In Colombia and especially in Bogotá is a batter of eggs, milk, nails and cinnamon.

candiles
Plural of lamp .  It means old lamp (of wick and oil).  Name of several plants of the families Araceae and
Aristolochiaceae and of several fish of the family Holocentridae.  Candlefish have poisonous spines.  Tip of the antlers of
some cervids. 

candingo
It may mean obese, fat, pot, plump.  It also means glutton, greedy.  In some parts of America candingo is also the name
of a medium cat also known as Oz, Jack moro, servante cat, lion or jaguarundi.  Its scientific name is Puma
yagouaroundi and belongs to the family Felidae.



candomble
The correct term is candombé or candomblé.  It is a word of Bantu origin and refers to the animist African rites or the
dance that takes place in those rituals. 

candomblé
Type of animistic religious rite.  Name given to the cult of the orishas, of totemic and family origin, is one of the
Afro-Brazilian religions.  It is practiced in Brazil and several countries in South America.  it is based on souls, souls or
spirits. 

candonga
In Colombia it is an earring or ring in the form of thin ring that women use as an accessory.  It ring, small-ring.  Delgado,
earring hoop.

candonguita
It's the diminutive of candonga.  It is a small arito that women place as an ornament on the ears.  small ring or metal
ring.

candor
It means purity, naivety, innocence, candidness.   Quality of noble people and children.

candó
It is the name of a classic Colombian telenovela written by Bernardo Romero Pereiro and deals with operating mines in
Chocó.  Inflection of candar ( means close with insurance, closing with padlock, lockable ).

canducho
It is a derogatory derivative of Candide. Silly, naive, bobo, candido, gullible, innocent, I duped, off guard.

candungo
In Peru is equivalent to candido, naive, innocent, fool or gil.  Person who hinders learning.  Puerto Rico is an elaborate
vessel of the dried fruit of the gourd or totumo, of the Bigniniaceae family tree (Crescentia cujete).  It is also called
taparo or güira.  In Colombia we tell this vessel gourd, gourd, or nose.

canear
In Colombia, it means start having rod (white hair that appear to advance age).  Tinturar some white hair to appear more
mature than you have.

caneca
It is a container to contain liquid, can be wood, metal or plastic.  It has a cylindrical shape and there are of varied sizes. 
In Cali and the Department of Valle, in Colombia, is a bottle of brandy.

canejo
It is a term used in the field and is an expression or exclamation of admiration, surprise or anger.  It's something similar
to Caray, gee, shit, heck or pucha.  It can also mean that you have gray hair on your head.



canela
Beautiful skin color.  Moreno clear.  Natural tanning skin.  Obtained from the bark of the tree of Canelo 40 spice;
Cinnamomum verum in the family Lauraceae ).

canelita en rama
It is the name of a Spanish film of the year 1942.  Stellar protagonist of Juanita Reina and its director was Eduardo
García Maroto.  In Colombia we say canelita or canelita in branch a brunette skin, clear or slightly tanned brunette
woman.  You want to say that it has a very beautiful, very beautiful, skin so it is taken as a beautiful and subtle
compliment (there is two Colombian tropical songs which are called "Color of sand" and "girl color canela", which
highlighted what Express)

canelón
Fringes hanging on the shoulder pads of military uniforms.  The name of a candy or candy that has a long cinnamon
stick inside it.  It is one of the common names of a plant for medicinal uses.  It is also known as congona, congonita,
immortelle of Huanuco, cunguna, cuncuna, tigresillo.  Its scientific name is Peperomia inaequalifolia and it belongs to the
family Piperaceae.  

caneo
In Argentina it is a surname.  Surname of Argentine footballer named Miguel Caneo .  He also played in Colocolo de
Chile and Boyacá Chicó of Colombia.  Here he left indelible memories because in addition to achieving with the Boyacá
his only star, he was the top scorer of the tournament.  He was champion in Argentina with Boca Juniors and in Chile
with Colocolo.

canequero
Person who unfortunately should look for food residue in the trash cans.  Dog or any pet that survives by eating waste
from trash cans.  Person who makes cances or related to cances .

canero
Perruno , relative to the dog or the dog.  It means similar to a dog or a dog.  Sharp-toothed, especially fangs.  Fang,
sharp or sharp tooth, specialized for tearing.  . 

canesú
In Modistería is the name given to the body of a short and sleeveless women's dress.  It can also be the body of a shirt
or blouse, collarless and sleeveless. 

canete
The correct term is Cañete.  It is a diminutive and contemptuous of cano.  It is the name of a river in Peru (Lima
Department).  It is also a surname of Spanish origin and that there is much in Peru, Paraguay and Chile.  In Chile is the
name of a town and a commune in the region of Biobío (Arauco province).

canetón
It is the same duck cross is the result of the intersection of collar, with a pata barberie duck male.

caney
It means ranch with a roof made of palm leaves.  They are usually circular and cone-shaped roof.  It is a term of origin
(Taíno) Caribbean, widely used in Colombia, particularly in Tolima, Huila and Plains.  Ramada, kiosk.



canga
It is the name of an iron ore.   Rig using wood which are tortured inmates engaging in head and hands.  Yoke.  Plough
pulled by different animals other than an ox.

cangas
Plural of canga .  Name of Spanish municipalities (Cangas de Morrazo , Cangas de Onís , Cangas de Narcea , Cangas ,
etc.  )  .  Canga is the name of an iron ore.  Wooden rigging by which the insople are tortured by hooking on it head and
hands.  yoke.  Plow pulled by various animals other than an ox. 

cangas de onís
It is the name of a council in the Principality of Asturias in Spain.  It is part of a beautiful Natural Park in Spain (Picos de
Europa).

canguingo
It is a very popular salmantinism that means "anything", referring to a homemade food or stew undetermined or
identified.

canguingos
They are imaginary beings that people used to mislead unwary or novice, whether hunters, fishermen, students or
children.  It is similar to the so-called gamusinos, niarros.  Colombia uses the term pispirispis, which nobody knows what
or as is.  It's like a Goblin.

cangurismo
It is a way of calling the activity of caring for newborn children (which touches keeping them raised almost permanently). 
It is also a colloquial way of calling cronyism or cronyism.  Association of people to protect and help each other. 

canguro
In Colombia is a type of portfolio that is tied at the waist.  It is also a bag that allows you to hang the babies and
hands-free.  It is also a marsupial mammal of Australia, which has two legs well developed to scroll to jumps, a big tail
that serves as apollo and two hands somewhat stunted.  It belongs to the family Macropodidae.

cani
Cani is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Cani; is proper name )" being its meaning:<br>It was the
nickname of a second of the Villareal, whose name is Ruben Gracia Gracia.  He also played in Atletico Madrid,
Deportivo La Coruna and Zaragoza.  With Zaragoza he received a coat of the King 2004.  It was midfielder and has just
been removed.

canica
Crystal or porcelain spherite used in children's games.  Bolita, piquis . 

canicas
In Colombia balls of glass.  We also call them pellets or piquis.  Games with marbles.

canicazo
It's a hit with a marble.  Bolazo.  Hit with a small crystal ball or porcelain.



caniche
It is a breed of hunting dogs of French origin.  They are used to recover aquatic hunting prey (especially ducks). 

canijo
It means weak and sickly appearance.  Skinny, stunted, malnourished, bony, starving. 

canilla
In Colombia we say bobbin or pimple on the front of the leg.  Site of the jambs.  Also the say bobbin, above all on the
Atlantic coast to a key, pen, or tap.  It is a small or cut, shank skinny.

canillas
Plural of tap .  In Colombia we say tap or shin to the front of the leg.  Place where the pads are placed.  Also we say tap,
especially on the Atlantic Coast to a key, pen or tap.  It is a small or trimmed reed, pitillo. 

canino
It means relative to dogs or dogs.  Typical of dogs.  It is also the name given to tusks.  Teeth that are located after the
incisors and that serve to tear.  More developed pointed tooth in carnivorous animals. 

caninos
Canine plural .  Specialized teeth for tearing carnivorous animals.  We also call them fangs.  Relative to dogs or dogs. 
Teeth that are separated by the incisors.

canisfobia
It's the same as cyphobia.  It's exaggerated fear or dog hatred.  Caniphobia.

canivalismo
The correct term is cannibalism, with b .  In Biology is a phenomenon consisting of consuming meats from members of
its own species.  It can also be called dinerism.  Among humans can occur for ritual or religious reasons or simply lack
of other foods.  In this case you can also call anthropophagy.  Cruelty, ferocity.

canjear
It means to change, swap, exchange, trocar. 

canllijo
canllijo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Canijo" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is canijo. It
means insufficient development, anemic. In Colombia means child stupid, annoying and Mexico heartless, chapeau.

cannabinoide
It means that it has properties similar to Cannabis.  Special group of drugs that produce effects similar to those of
marijuana. 

cannábico
It means relative to cannabis or to marijuana.  That it is derived from that plant or that it possesses that substance. 



cannáceo
Relative to or similar to reeds.  Monocotyledonous plant or grass of high size.  Cane.  In botany, a plant belonging to the
genus Canna or the family Cannaceae.  They are known as achiras, cane of India, cane choir, platanillo or adeira. 

cannelé
Cannele is a French word and means striated.

cano
Gray, gray.  Who has completely white or gray hair.  It is also a surname of Spanish origin. 

canoa
It is a Word from the Caribbean language.  It is the name of a small boat in a log of wood carved and hollowed-out, used
by the indigenous Caribs.  Cayuco, you canoe.

canoa polinesia
The term outrigger canoe should not exist as such, the right thing is Prao or Polynesian bow, prao is boat in Malay
language.  The words canoe and boat are of Caribbean origin and means vessel.  Anyway "outrigger canoe" refers to a
boat used by Polynesians to navigate at sea and all of the above corresponds to the definition of prao.  Definition of
prao, or bow.

canobo
Name of a star in the constellation Argos.  Name of a Greek mythological character, who was a Spartan, originally from
Amyclas and was the helmsman of Menelaus.  Kah Nub, Canopus or Canope, in ancient Egyptian, meant soil of gold,
land of gold.  Named after ancient Egyptian port in the Nile Delta.  Name of Decree in limestone, issued by Ptolemy III
Ergetes, in 237 BC. c .  and is housed in the Cairo Museum.  In the Canary Islands it is the name of a large rubber
container with handles, in the shape of a basket. 

canoero
A person who builds, sells, repairs, or drives canoes.  Boga , crew member of the canoe. 

canola
It is the same rapeseed.  It is the name of a plant, which is a variety of cabbage.  It is also known as raps.  Its scientific
name is Brassica rapa, oleracea variety.  From it a special oil is extracted.  It belongs to the family Brassicaceae,
formerly called Cruciferae.  

canon
Each of the rules, precepts, agreements that are set in a negotiation or contract. Prices, rates or cups agreed to pay in a
contract for monthly payments, such as for example a lease.

canones
The correct term is guns.  It is the plural of Canon.  Means terms, standards.  guidelines, rules, rate, tariff, tax, catalog
list.

canonically
It's a word in English that means canonical.  According to the canons or norms of the church.  According to ecclesiastical



canons.

canonjía
Position or authority of the canon.  Name given to a type of work that pays well and requires no effort.  Relaxed work. 
Perk, advantage, benefit, bargain, privilege. 

canopes
Plural of Canope.  It is equal to canopus or CANopen.  In ancient Egypt was the nickname of a city known as Kah Nub,
meaning "land of gold" (his real name was Peg-uat), in reference to its richness, therefore Ushebtis are cities that show
many riches, abundance and large commercial development.  Canope was also the name of a vessel or vessel found in
Egyptian tombs containing viscera.  Canope was also the name of the captain or pilot of King Menelaus in the Homeric
works ship.  It is the name of a star in the Constellation Carina in astronomy.  It is also a musical work of the French
Achille-Claude Debussy.

canor
It means that he sings, that he is singer Maesculino, the feminine is canora).  Its feminine is a songwriter.  Singer. 

canónigos
canons is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Canonical" being its meaning:<br>According to the sacred
books.  That applies the precepts and canons of the Holy Scriptures.  Clerical law, law of the Church.  Rules imposed
and applied by the clergy.

cansarse fatigarse
They are synonymous with exhausted, extenuar will be exhausted.  Losing power or forces by too much exercise, too
much effort.

cansona
Person who overwhelms others with their behavior or their way of being.  Pretty intense, persistent and uncomfortable
person.  You want to say exhausting, annoying, irritating, annoying, unbearable, boring, tired.

cansones
It means foolish, that annoy, disturb or bother.  That you generate fatigue or nuisance.

cantabia
It is a cropped form of the Latin word Cantabridgia, meaning Cambridge, the U.S. city of the State of Massachusetts and
a very prestigious university in that same region.  It is also the name of an asteroid (709). 

cantada
In Colombia it is a colloquial way of meaning denunciation or declaration.  accusation.  In the coffee area and family
defecated of babies in diapers. 

cantadero
It can be a place where you sing or karaoke.  In Colombia very colloquially place of the mountain or stubble where
physiological needs are made in the absence of bath or latrine.  Cagadero (in rural areas sing is also defecating or
shitting).  Also in street jargon can be a court or a police inspection, place where complaints are placed or you will



declare. 

cantadora
In Colombia cantadora or better yet singer is a woman who interprets typical rhythms of the Pacific region or traditional
palenquera of Afro-Colombian people vocally.  The term is also used for performers of flamenco singing.

cantaleta
It means speech repetitive and annoying, a cranky spouse screed in Colombia.  I claim, I chastised.

cantaletero
It is the action of cantaletear in continuous and repetitive manner.  Cookbook of the cantaletoso.  Repeated cantaletas. 
Collection of cantaletas.

cantaletosa
She is a woman who is characterised by cantaletas, scolding or tirades all the time.  Cantaletuda, fretful.

cantar a libro habierto
Singing at open book is talk about or accuse without saving any details. Ratting in any depth. In Colombia we say
heavier, " Sing up to rancheras " " Pin the 34 fan;.

cantara
It's a inflection of the verb sing.  It means intonating melodies, using the voice.  In Spain, there was a measure called
canatan (obviously the tilde would be missing then).  It was used to measure liquids and dry or arid substances.  In
volume measurements it amounted to 8 blues or 16 , 133 liters and in dried, equivalent to an at sign or 12 , 5 kilograms .

cantaro
The correct term is pitcher (with accent).  It is a clay pot, like a vase, with handle and thin neck.  Jar, large earthen jar.

cantasela
They are asking him to sing the song to someone who tone you the song. In Colombia he also means to speak what one
thinks or feels a person. Sing the table is to make a claim. Tell them, tell them, to decide.

cantemó
cantemo is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Cantemo; is proper name )" being its meaning:<br>It is a
Mexican town in the State of Campeche municipality of Champoton.  It is the name of a leafy tree of 40 yellow wood;
The State of Tabasco ).

cantera
Site where rocky material (stony material) is extracted.  It is also a way of calling a sports training school, usually made
up of the lower divisions of a club. 

canterano
Which is a product of the quarry.  That it comes from a quarry.  In football jargon, it is the player who has emerged from
the football schools or lower divisions of a Sports Club.  That comes from the lower divisions of the club. 



canteras
Places where construction materials are extracted.  Mine.  Place where to extract stone.  Talent, ability or wit that a
person displays.  Lower levels of a team that provides new players.

canterbury
It is the name of a city and a district in the South of England.  Name of a city, a locality and a district located in New
South Wales in Australia.  This name also has several cities in Canada (Province of New Brunswick), United States in
the States of Connecticut and New Hampshire.  Name of a region of southern New Zealand, of an extensive plain in that
same region and of the chain of mountains that surround it.  It means fort or burgh of Kent. 

cantico marcial
The correct term is chant (with tilde ) martial.  I sing that it's sung with the rhythm of a march.  Very close and strong
song.  Singing a National Anthem.  Rhythmic, commel-out and strong.

canticos
Diminutico and plural of singing.  It may also be that they ask for songs, with tilde.  It means hymns, songs and hymns.

cantiga de camariñas
They are sung poems composed by troubadours (couplets), originating in the municipality of Camarinas, in the province
of La Coruña, Galicia, Spain.

cantillanero
Natural person of Cantillana a Spanish locality of the Province of Seville.  Concerning Cantillana . 

cantimplora
It is a container with a lid in the form of a bottle that is transportable and that serves to carry liquids.  They are almost
always flattened metal jars, although there are also plastic ones.  It is widely used in the army and by walkers.  Bottle,
bottle, vessel, caramañola. 

cantina
In Colombia it is an establishment where intoxicating drinks are sold.  It can also be called bar, tavern or fonda.  It is also
a container or caneca in which raw milk is transported (in the field). 

cantinear
In the Colombian coffee area is to go to drink in a canteen or fonda.  Dedicate yourself to farra or drink.  Drink, drink, get
drunk. 

cantinera
In Colombia is a woman who works in a bar, bar or tavern.  Copera.  It is also a truck loading canteens or cans of milk.

cantinero
In Colombia is a man who treats a bar, Taverna or cantina.  Bartender, barman.  It is also a set of canteens or cans in
which transported raw milk (in the field)



cantinflada
It means entangled, that talk much but nothing is said specifically.  Similar to Cantinflas talking.  Cantinflesco,
acantinflado.  That far-fetched and inconsistent language use.  Screed.  We also use it as a synonym for comic, joyful,
humorous.

cantinflesco
That does Cantinflas, cantinflada.  It means it looks like a cartoon or vignette.  It means cartoonish, laughable,
ridiculous, remed, representation, exaggeration.

cantiña
Popular singing class.  Popular poem or couplet to which music is added and sung.  Song of the rooster . 

canto rodado
It is a type of rock or loose material that has been polished by rubbing in the transport or movement of a stream of water
or earth.  It's the same as river stone or pebble.  Chinese, Chinarros.

cantona
It was one of the names given to an American aboriginal people.  It was based in the east-central part of the state of
Texas.  They are also called cantuanales or cantunas, cantujuanas, cantauhaonas, cantuñas, mandone or simaomos. 

cantonea
It's an inflection for Cantonese.  It means walking or moving from one place to another slowly and with no definite
purpose.  Wander.  Wandering.  Do not confuse with swagger or wiggle that means walking gracefully, stylishly,
gracefully, move the hips and shoulders notoriously while walking.

cantos
Plural of singing.  Melodious intonations emitted by some animals, especially birds and humans.  In Literature, speeches
by which other people are praised.  Parts of an epic poem.  Part of the books that opposes the back or white weapons
that opposes the edge.  Rounded rocks found in rivers.  It means edges, edges, finishes, flanges, corners. 

cantón
Name of a large port city of China.  It is also a Province in China.  It is also called Guangzhou.  It can mean corner,
angle edge.  Medium-sized military base and where there is armory.  Name of an administrative division in several
countries and equivalent to municipality.  It is used for medium and small cities in Ecuador and Costa Rica. 

cantuanale
It was the name of an aboriginal people, who were settled in the east-central part of the state of Texas.  They are also
called cantunas or cantonas, cantujuanas, cantauhaonas, cantuñas, mandone or simaomos. 

cantuta
Name by which the Enrique Guzmán y Valle National University of Education is known in Peru.  It is also called cantu or
jantu.  Sacred flower of the Incas.  National flower of Peru and second national flower of Bolivia.  Its scientific name is
Cantua buxifolia and it belongs to the Polemoniaceae family. 

canutear



In Modisteria is to place canutes or canutillos of ornament on a garment.  Make canutes. 

canuto
A cane or a bamboo section.  Each of the sections that divides a grass stem.  Part of the stem that goes from one node
to another in a bamboo, a cane or a bamboo

canza
Canza is not a Word of the Spanish language but Italian and means absence.  Tired with s, it is inflection to tire, which
means exhaust, fatigue, exhaust, get fed up, tired, annoy, annoy, annoy.

canzonetta
It is a term of Italian origin which means tonadilla, ditty, little song.  Short song, chorus, madrigal.  Type of Italian very old
popular tune.

canzontle
canzontle is incorrectly written and should be written as "Mockingbird or Mockingbird." being its meaning:<br>It is the
correct word in Nahualt and Spanish Mockingbird Mockingbird is. It is a very common bird in America, the common
Mockingbird or Mockingbird ( Mimus polyglottos ) It is a suboscine native bird of North America, Central America and the
Caribbean. The adult are grey for the upper part of the body, with eyes a pale yellow and minimally curved black Bill.
The tail is dark with white edges, and black and long legs. Wings are thin white lines, and in flight reveal, also white
spots on the wings and two white longitudinal stripes on the tail. They are characterized by imitating other animal
sounds.

caña de india
It is another way of calling the plant achira, platono, maraca, squeak, risgua or chirilla.  Its scientific name is Canna
coccinea and belongs to the Cannaceae family.

cañabota
It is a type of shark of large dimensions and living at great depths.  It is found in various parts of the Caribbean Sea and
tropical seas.  Its scientific name is Hexanchus griseus and belongs to the family Hexanchidae .  The scientific name
means six gills.  They're lonely and sometimes scavengers.  It can be more than 6 meters.  A relevant characteristic of
the number of gills is that it lacks a dorsal fin.  They're very primitive.

cañacoro
It is one of the common names of an edible seed plant.  It is also known as achera, achurú, burdock, papantla, maraca,
achira, achuy, capacho, biri, cucuyús, juquián, chisgua, risgua.  Its scientific name is Canna indica and it belongs to the
Cannaceae family.  The name of a flour that is extracted from the same seeds. 

cañada
In Colombia it means creek, stream, small and stony stream.  It can also mean hollow, ravine, channel, gorge, trough. 

cañadón
A pot, usually large, made of clay, with a wide mouth and a low size.   It is used for milking or also to store fat or lard. 
Name of a town in Patagonia . 



cañaduz
It is a way of calling sweet cane or sugar cane.  Its scientific name is Saccharum officinarum and it belongs to the
Poaceae family.  Other names by which it is known are: cane, cane.  Batavia cane. 

cañaduzal
In Colombia it is a sugarcane crop.  Land dedicated to cane cultivation.  Another way to call it is reed.

cañafleja
It is one of the common names that referred to the poisonous plant Conium maculatum, which is better known as
hemlock.  Other common names are: acebuda, acedura, linojo, embude, mastranto, caneja, canerla, canaeja, sarnosa,
canafierro, canafleja, canigarro, canafloja, fennel.  It belongs to the family Apiaceae.  Conium means of conical fruits
and maculatum means spotted, dotted with spots.

cañagria
It is the common name of a plant that has acid-flavored stems.  It is also called Caña de Cristo , Caña de la Virgen, deer
cane, tiger cane, cañla, sweet potato, lipana sweet potato, huilamole, tirabuzón , pango , chipana, sangapilla .  It
belongs to the family Costaceae ( Zingiberaceae ) and its scientific name is Costus spiralis .  It has medicinal uses and
gives good results for diabetes control.  In Colombia there is also another herbaceous plant with that name.

cañahuate
Colombia is one of the common names of a tree, which is also called Araguaney, Floramarillo, Canaguate, Chirlobirlo, or
Chicalá.  Its scientific name is Tecoma stand and belongs to the family Bignoniaceae.

cañalla
A person who should be scorned.  Ruin, scoundrel, Rascal, malandrín.  Infamous, creeping, wretched, perverse.  In
Argentina, it is as they call a fan of the Rosario Central football team.

cañambuco
Person either male or female that does not use Interior. By extension, a person willing to have casual sex. It is a term
used mostly in Nicaragua and Honduras.

cañamelar
Place where reeds abound.  In Colombia it is a sugarcane crop.  Land dedicated to the cultivation of cane.  Sugar cane
plantation.  Another way to call it is cañaveral or cañaduzal. 

cañaña
In Colombia is synonymous with strength, temple, berraquero, vigor, polenta, energy, power, fiber, muscle, vitality.

cañar
In Colombia, it is synonymous to appear, make believe, pretend, trick.  In the card game is pretending to have more
game than really.  Bet money pretending to have good cards to make the adversary by fear is removed or resign the
game.

cañaveral
Place where reeds abound.  In Colombia it is a sugarcane crop.  Land dedicated to the cultivation of cane.  Another way



to call it is to sugar cane. 

cañaverales
Tracts of land cultivated with sugar cane. Cañaduzales. Sugar cane is a plant Graminea, whose scientific name is
Saccharum officinarum, Poaceae family and the genus Saccharum.

cañaza
In Panama it is a way to call bamboo or guadua. 

cañear
It can mean fixing the canutes during harvest (consisting of removing the foliage and leaving the stem cane alone and
clean).  It can also be synonymous with cane, which in a board game is to make opponents believe that you have good
play, when it is not true.  Hitting the animals with a rod or a rod.  Move or walk inside a canyon.

cañengo
In Colombia it means insert.  Something that is constitutional, which is useless and that clogs.  That can not be
negotiated by their poor quality or that does not attract.  Bone, insert.  Difficult or impossible to sell.

cañería
Set of channels, reeds, tubes or joints that conduct a fluid.  In Colombia water or gas distribution network, but it is more
used to refer a channel or network that collects sewage.  Sewer system. 

cañero
Relating to cane.  Person who grows sugar cane.  In Colombia, a person who in the card game deceives his opponents
by making them believe that he has a good game, without having it, causing the withdrawal or abandonment of them. 
Faker, liar, trickster, con man. 

cañigua
It is the name of a plant and its fruits.  It is also called cañahua, cañihua or kañiwa.  Its scientific name is Chenopodium
pallidicaule.  It belongs to the family Amaranthaceae.  It's very similar to the quinoa.  It is grown in the Andean highlands
several millennia ago. 

cañihua
It is the name of an edible seed plant of Andean origin.  Its scientific name is Chenopodium pallidicaule, it is very similar
to quinoa.  It belongs to the family Amaranthaceae.  It is also known as cañahua, cañigua or kañiwa.  the word is of
Quechua origin.  

cañizas
It means pens, fences or parlor.  Plural of Cañiza.  La Cañiza is a Spanish town in the province of Pontevedra (Galicia).

cañí
You mean gypsy, gypsy.  That belongs to the gypsy race.  Calé. 

caño



In Colombia is a form of call to the rivers of the plain.  Stream of water.  They usually lack of stones.  In summer they
tend to dry out and lose almost all of its flow and in winter are very plentiful.  Cano is a channel where rain water are
conducted and are mixed with sewage.  Channel, irrigation ditch.  Black water channel.  Played in football whereby a
player passes the ball between the legs of an opponent.  tunnel, cuca.

cañonero
A team of football, attacker, RAM front.  A footballer who is characterized by a strong punch and continues visit to rival
frame.  Top scorer, kicker, trigger, chuteador, chupinero, Gunslinger.  In charge of firing a cannon (soldier or sailor).  
Gunboat or gunship is a type of boat that is armed with cannons.  Young chicken that are starting to get feathers (in
Colombia is told a fledgling feather Canyon).  It can also be applied in any chick or poultry breeding.  A supporter, fan or
admirer of Alfonso Cañón (Colombian footballer), canonist.

caobas
Reddish or brown color.

caolinita
Kaolinite is a clay mineral, a silicate.  It is also called kalaba, kaolin, or china clay.  It has uses as insecticide or
pesticide, single or as additive of agrochemicals.  Calcined is transformed into the Metacaulin, which is a building very
strong features Pozzolanic material.  .

caona
Thus it was as called the indigenous Taino or Caribs to gold.

caonao
It presumably means place where there is gold, in the Taina language.  Name of a river in Cuba, by the place where the
Spanish conquistadors arrived.

caos
Been originating and confusing matter before the universal order.  Disorder, mess, anarchy, mess, disorganization.  In
mathematics aperiodic behavior in dynamic systems.

caótico
Concerning chaos .  It is messy, confusing, causing bewilderment.  Absurd , insane . 

capa
In Colombia is everything which is placed on the shoulders to protect us from the cold or rain, but which has no sleeves
and open in front.  Mantle.  It can be of different materials.  It also means Cape or blanket to fight.  Strip or sheet of
something that you can measure or appreciate exactly ( e.g. layers of soil or subsoil ).  Inflection of castrate.

capacete
It may refer to the roof or hood of a vehicle.  It's also a way to call a helmet or helmet.  Metallic element that protects the
head. 

capacha
Name of a Mesoamerican culture that settled on the Mexican Pacific coast (State of Colima).  The Capacha culture had



its central core near Zacatecas.  In the South American Andes is an enclosure, guandoca, prison, jail, cane.  It can also
be a crock of esparto or a glass.

capachero
In Colombia is a way of naming the person who touches the straining in a set of music.  Maraquero.  Place full of
straining.  Bag or backpack where the straining are saved.

capacho
In Colombia, leaves that surround a COB of corn.

capachos
In Colombia, typical of a set of llanera maracas.  Plural de.  In Colombia we say capacho to cob (corn) natural wrapper. 
Also used as a synonym for baskets or baskets.

capacitador
A person who is engaged in training.  They usually do it on specific issues.  A person who is dedicated to deepen some
issues in companies or communities.  Instructor.

capacitar
It is the activity of inducing knowledge and skills in order to improve the attitude, knowledge, skills or behaviors of a
person.  It means training, teaching, becoming capable.  generate a skill, educate, instruct.  Enable. 

capacitor
It is an Anglicism.  It means electric capacitor.  It is a device capable of storing energy. 

capanga
It is not a word the Spanish language but Portuguese.  It means small, woven, leather or plastic bag.  The garbage
thrown by travellers.  Pod used by the merchants of precious stones.  Boco, Mocó.  In Colombia we say chuspa.

capangas
Person who defends his patron, even resorting to violence.  Foreman, mayoral, Manager, bodyguard and escort.

capar
In Colombia in a colloquial manner does not attend without just cause where it is mandatory to go.  Fail, breaking (or as
they say Argentines: become a rat).  For example to study or to work.  It also means neuter, sterilize, emasculating,
curtailing, mutilate, remove, decrease, incapacitating.

caparazón
Thick layer that protects some animals, such as turtle or armadillo.  Protective or rigid limestone layer.  Shell, shell, telliz,
armor.

caparroso
Caparroso is the name of a Spanish municipality, in Navarra.  It is a surname of Spanish origin.  In Colombia, Peru and
Venezuela means that it has the appearance of a white, lany monkey, called caparro.  Lanoso, hairy, hairy.



caparrón
It is a way of calling in La Rioja, Spain, the bean or bean, especially those of dark grain (red or black) and that have a
slightly shorter grain, something thicker and rounded.  Its scientific name is Phaseolus vulgaris and it belongs to the
Fabaceae family.  

capasa
In Paraguay it is the name of a company that is dedicated to producing cane honey and its derivatives.  Its name is
Cañas Paraguayas Sociedad Anónima . 

capasiosas
capasiosas is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Capciosas" as meaning:<br>The correct term is Capciosas. It
means with lies, with deception, with traps, double meaning. It makes references to a form asking that it confuses the
person interviewed or surveyed. In Colombia we say " Questions with casacaritas ". Deceptive, tricky, bogus, contrived,
insidious, apparent, false, deceptive.

capeada
Abaniqueo of the cape that makes a bullfighter.  Inflection of weathering, which means waving or moving the cape (a
bullfighter), bullfighting, dealing or also evading, circumventing, resisting, supporting, enduring.  In Mexico it means
batter and in Guatemala making steers (missing class or not fulfilling an obligation).  In Colombia it is said to capar
class. 

capeado
It is an inflection of weather.  It means avoid, Dodge, evade, fight, deal, endure, resist, withstand, sort, entertain.

capear
It is the Act of overcoming obstacles, avoid them, surpass them.  Sort deal, fight, endure, remain, endure.

capellada
It is the way to call the upper part of the shoe and that covers the toes and the instep of the foot.  it is usually made of
leather and is attached or sewn to the sole. 

capelo
capelo is incorrectly written and it should be written as Capelo ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning: the correct term is
Capello ( it is proper name ).  Italian surname of player and football coach.  Galero, galley or Capelo, is a wide-brimmed
hat, adorned of cords and tassels, which members of the clergy, sometimes used in special senior hierarchs.

capensis
Capensis is a Latin locution that makes relationship to some being live native of Cape Town and the Cape of good hope
in South Africa, as for example the Drossera capensis

capera
capera is incorrectly written and should be written as "Capera ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
Capera ( 41 own name;.  In Colombia is a surname in the departments of Tolima and Huila.  It is also the name of an
Angolan town.



caperola
In Mexico it is the name of an Arpex song.  Caperola means virile limb extreme.  Final and bulky part of the penis. 
Glans.

caperuza
An object or weapon elongate resistant cover.  Type of elongated fabric hat and ending at end.  Small coat, hood, Cap,
hood, Cap, bonnet, hood, cone.  Part of lamp oil or gasoline serves as a wick.

capibara
It is one of the common names occurring in Colombia to the capybara capybara.  It also tells capybara.  It is the larger
worldwide rodent.  Belongs to the family Caviidae and its scientific name is Hydrochoerus hydrochaeris.

capicúa
It is a move in the game of dominoes, to execute a closing of the game (in the play, however extreme the result is that it
does not give an opportunity for another player to place a tile).  The term is of Catalan origin and means head and tail. 

capilla
It is a small church, a chapel.  Private part of a church.  The name of a Spanish municipality, in the province of Badajoz. 
The name of a municipality in Colombia, in the Department of Boyacá.

capillenses
People who attend or are faithful of a chapel.  In Colombia is the adjective for people born or those who live in the
municipality of the Chapel, in the Valle de Tenza, Boyacá.  It was founded in 1793.

capillita
Diminutive of chapel, small chapel.  Oratory.  Name given to a very devout parishioner.  Group of people of deep
religious beliefs.  Rezanderos, cofrades. 

capilongo
capilongo is incorrectly written and should be written as "Capilongo ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>The correct
term is Capilongo ( 41 own name;.  It is the surname of a writer, instructor of karate and Canadian professor.  It is also
the name of an Angolan town.


